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Statement of the Problem Studied 
 
Short fiber reinforced composites have a number of advantages over continuous fiber 

composites, including low-cost manufacturing methods and flexibility of properties based 

on controlling the flow of materials. Conventionally shaped short (CSS) fibers are usually 

round in cross-section (other shapes with higher surface area/volume are possible) and 

prismatic—i.e. their cross-section remains constant along their length.  The fibers offer 

stiffness and strength to the matrix through complimentary, but in some regimes 

competing, mechanisms.  In general, the better the bond between fiber and matrix, the 

more efficient the load transfer to the fiber and the stiffer the composite.  (If there is a 

debond or a poor bond, a high interfacial shear stress is desirable for high stiffness.)  

The mechanism of strength and toughness increase provided by the fibers is 

somewhat more complicated.  In general, fibers can bridge the fracture surface, providing 

a decrease in the net stress intensity factor/increase in energy dissipation through 

bridging, often with fiber pullout, fiber fracture or plasticity, etc.  The role of fiber 

strength is direct: the higher the strength, the better.  It is the interfacial properties that 

play a more involved role for bridging fibers.  The interface strength or shear stress 

should be as high as possible (more energy dissipation via pullout) right up to the point 

where brittle fibers start breaking.  This is the trade-off that limits the improvement in 

properties possible in CSS fiber composites. The fundamental question to be addressed, 

then, is if an adjustment in fiber shape and surface treatment would permit this inherent 

trade-off to be removed. This requires an exploration of the fiber-shape and surface 

design space using a combination of experiments (see “Task 1”) and modeling (see “Task 

2”). The inspiration for this solution comes from biomimetics, as exemplified by bamboo 

fibrils, which have a dog bone shape and achieve good anchoring and excellent pullout 

behavior of the fibers.   

 
 



Summary of Most Important Results 

 

This research is focused on improving the fracture and impact toughness of brittle 

thermoset matrix-copper fiber composites, without decreasing their strength or stiffness. 

This is accomplished by using short shaped ductile fibers which utilize the plastic work 

potential of the fiber volume by anchoring the fibers into the matrix and by controlling 

the friction at the interface.  

Task 1:  The goal was to identify how the bonding and fiber pullout behavior in selected 

fiber-matrix combinations affects the composite fracture toughness increment and from 

this identify what constitutes “desirable” behavior. The matrices tested were a brittle low 

shrinkage (LS) epoxy, a more ductile high shrinkage (HS) epoxy, and polyester. The fiber 

morphologies tested were: straight, flat end-impacted, end-oxidized, rippled, and acid 

roughened. Single fiber pullout (SFP) experiments were conducted to determine the 

adhesion quality, debonding behavior, and subsequent matrix fracture behavior for 

numerous fiber-matrix combinations. The pullout experiments were used with a 

theoretical model that predicts the fiber contribution to the fracture toughness increment 

“∆G” and the fiber shapes that perform better than a straight fiber were determined from 

these values. Based on the SFP results, fiber shapes that perform better than straight 

fibers were placed into HS Epoxy and tested in four-point bending to determine the 

accuracy of the predicted fracture toughness increment equation. Selected shaped fibers 

were then placed into Izod impact specimens to determine the effect the selected fiber 

morphologies have on the composite impact toughness. Lastly, EMI shielding 

effectiveness tests were performed to determine the EMI shielding capability of selected 

fiber morphologies in a composite. Highlights of the research were:  

• Four-point bending test results agreed well with the theoretical predictions of the 

fracture toughness increment ‘∆G’ of a short metal fiber-brittle thermoset matrix 

composite based on SFP tests [6]. This close agreement demonstrates that SFP 

testing, along with the theoretical model, can be used as an effective fiber shape 

screening tool for ductile fibers before full scale composite testing. Further, four-

point bending results illustrate that shaped copper fibers improve both the flexural 



strength and modulus of the composite, indicating that shaped ductile fibers 

provide improved stress transfer by anchoring the fibers into the matrix.   

• Results indicated that the most important factors for determining toughness are 

the matrix fracture behavior and the interface bond behavior [1, 3, 4]. These 

behaviors determine the fiber debonding and pullout behavior, the fiber shapes 

which give increased toughness, and the length where fibers fail rather than pull 

out of the matrix. When the matrix fails around the fiber, the toughness is 

significantly less compared to matrices with the same fiber that have minor matrix 

fracture during SFP testing, four point-bending testing, or impact testing.  

• The fiber shape is also very important because when a fiber debonds from the 

matrix, it must be able to pull out to improve toughness. Because of the high 

effectiveness of shaped fibers, composites with such fibers, many of which fail 

during fracture and impact, can still perform better than composites with straight 

fibers, all of which pull out during fracture or impact.  

• Lastly, results indicate that besides improving the fracture and impact toughness, 

short shaped copper fibers also improve the EMI shielding effectiveness of the 

composite through increased internal reflections and improved conductivity 

[submitted manuscript 1; also M.S. thesis “EMI Shielding Improvements using 

short Shaped Copper fibers in a Thermoset Matrix”, J.M. McManaman, 

University at Buffalo, SUNY 8/2004]. In conclusion, results from SFP, four-point 

bending, and impact tests indicate that the greatest improvement in toughness 

occurs with a fiber-matrix combination that has moderate adhesive bond strength 

with an adhesive bond failure, moderate post debonding friction, and minor 

matrix damage during fiber pull out.  

 

Task 2:  

The quasi-static analysis of elastoplastic fiber pullout process is simulated by the hp-

adaptive finite element method based on an updated Lagrangian formulation. The 

highlights of the research were: 



 To approximate the nonlinear behavior of the fiber-matrix interface, we 

propose a new mixed cohesion-friction model [5]. The use of such a model 

enables us to simulate the entire pullout process.  

 A combination of von Mises yield criterion and associated flow rule is utilized 

as the constitutive model to describe the plasticity in the initial annealed 

copper fiber.  

 Through comparison with the experimental results from straight fiber pullout 

experiments, key parameters for describing the interface model are determined 

and the model is validated.  

 The model is then applied to simulate the pullout of the “nail-head” shaped 

fiber family. Simulation results are used to design an optimal shape of the 

head to maximize the pullout work [2, 5].  

 An explicit a posteriori estimator based on the patch recovery technique and 

element residuals method gradient is applied to measure and enhance the 

quality of finite element computations of nonlinear material and interface 

structure. Then, we propose an optimal hp-adaptive mesh that limits the 

iterations and minimize the computation cost. 

 Finally, we develop a scheme to automatically adjust the load step based on an 

indicator of error in the constitutive modeling. This greatly reduces the 

iterations required to reach convergence. 
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